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Financial Standard's Power50 list is made up of the 50 most influential financial advisers in Australia
according to the readers of Financial Standard and FS Advice - The Australian Journal of Financial
Planning. In the making of this list, they define 'influential' as individuals who have been or continue to
be, instrumental in shaping the future of the financial advice industry.
Capital Partners Private Wealth, founder and CEO – David Andrew, was recently named as one of the
50 most influential financial advisers in Australia - for the second year running. This award recognised
Davids' active participation in industry-based activities, community projects and/or other initiatives
designed to promote the important role that financial advisers play in Australia's socio-economic future.
"The FPA Power50 winners are a diverse group. Some specialise in responsible investment advice,
some provide financial advice to specific professions, and some focus on addressing market gaps, be
it financial advice for women or the LGBTQI community. But they all have one thing in common; they
wield influence that can create the blueprint for financial advice in the future. Not all of them are
familiar names, but just because they are not making a lot of noise doesn't mean they are not making
waves".
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At Capital Partners, we understand that life is filled with ups and
downs. It’s complex. Certainty is in short supply. But with tailored,
objective financial advice – advice built on evidence and your
values and life goals – you can set the path for living your best life,
whatever fate and circumstance throw at you.

Disclaimer: The information contained in this website is believed to be current at the time of publication. While it is believed to be accurate and reliable, no
guarantee is provided. This website provides general advice only and may not be relevant to your particular circumstances. The circumstances of each investor
are different and you should seek advice from a financial planner who can consider if the strategies and products are right for you.
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